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Abstract—Recent interest in providing better quality medical services is booming. This has given rise to development of many new wireless technologies and has made Healthcare Sensor Network (HSN) as one of the popular areas of research. HSN is composed of a Wireless Body area Sensor Network (WBASN) and an Infrastructure Area Sensor Networks (IASN). In this paper, we discuss various challenges involved in designing and evaluating the performance of a HSN. As the sensor nodes are supported by batteries, they run on limited power supply. Thus, enhancing the network lifetime by efficient power management and effective energy harvesting strategies has become an important research goal. HSN operate in a highly dynamic environment and hence consume more power. Past research concentrated on energy harvesting using ambient sources such as solar, wind, thermal and vibration energy. Very little research has been done on harvesting thermal heat from the body and surrounding wasted heat. As there are many professionals like firefighters or first responders, who experience very high degree of activity and drastically increased physical and physiological operations in a short period of time, we explore the use of Small Thermoelectric Generators (TEGs) in harvesting energy from the body heat for such personal. We also discuss the potential application of harnessing surrounding waste thermal energy during a firefighting operation.

Index Terms—Energy harvesting, healthcare sensor networks (HSN), power management, thermoelectric generator (TEG), wireless body area sensor networks (WBASN).

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent global healthcare research has been focusing more on the quality of healthcare services. Providing affordable quality of healthcare to the consumers and reinforcing emerging technology of Healthcare Sensor Network (HSN) is of the paramount research interest. As defined in [1], HSN is a network of tiny monitoring devices, which may be mounted on the human being, embedded in the human body through invasive techniques, or may be integrated in the surrounding area. Network of wireless sensors worn on the human body form a Wireless Body Area Sensor Network (WBASN), whereas, sensors embedded in the surrounding constitutes an Infrastructure Area Sensor Network (IASN) [1]. Both of them constitute a HSN which can be used in prognostic, diagnostic, and rehabilitative monitoring for numerous medical applications. Fig. 1 shows a generic WBASN architecture for the healthcare system. HSN can be used in order to monitor the physical parameters such, acceleration, pressure, muscle performance (EMG: Electromyogram) etc., and physiological parameters such as heart rate (ECG: Electrocardiogram), body temperature and blood pressure, etc. Some advanced monitoring systems monitor cardiac attack and fall detection of the elderly people and send feedback signals to the emergency medical services and/or doctors over the network.

As a HSN allows real time data monitoring and analysis, a higher data sampling rate and transmission rate is desirable. For example, body temperature may need to be taken every 10 minutes; while other variables such as heart rate, blood pressure, blood ph may require a sampling rate of 20Hz-100Hz [1]. The processed data is then logged on to or transmitted to an attached actuator.

Several engineering challenges are involved in the design and performance of WBASNs which includes designing sensor nodes as light weight for easy portability and perform with accuracy, precision, and sensitivity and could last for a longer time. As each sensor nodes is powered by a battery, it is important to prolong the network lifetime using some energy harvesting and power management strategies. Energy conservation is a multi-objective problem dealing with different WSN parameters such as Quality of Service (QoS), transmission delays, etc. [1]. The need of WBASN to operate in a highly dynamic surrounding makes power management for data processing and transmission important. Protecting the patient’s personal data from malicious users [2] also increases load on the power consumption. Fig. 2a shows the contents of a normal dummy packet sent from a sensor node to the receiving station and Fig. 2b shows the contents of the sensed packet after application of Elliptic Curve Cryptography techniques. This experimental data shows that packet sizes increases considerably on application of security measures, which leads to more energy consumption on transmission of packets. Thus application of security features increases the
power consumption. Extensive research is being conducted to propose low power transmission protocols, efficient data processing on-chip algorithms, and energy harvesting techniques through ambient sources besides inclusion of lightweight security mechanisms.

RF protocols and consists of star topologies where sensed information is sent to the sink node, which aggregates and sends the data over the network for further analysis [1].

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Power Management in WBASN

WBASNs are powered by batteries which are limited in power. Thus, the user has to either frequently change the batteries or recharge them which is challenging for continuously monitoring and analyzing real time data in a highly dynamic environment. Thus, research is being done either to look for energy harvesting from an ambient source or use low power electronics and save power consumption, thereby somewhat prolonging lifetime of the network. We will briefly discuss both of these propositions. In a sensor node, power is consumed by each functional component such as transceiver, processing and sensing unit, data logger and microcontroller [3]. To reduce energy consumption of sensor nodes and prolonging network lifetime, a common method discussed in the literature is to adjust the duty cycle the sensor nodes. If a Crossbow sensor [4] operates at 1% duty cycle rather than full cycle, the power consumption is reduced significantly from 30mA to 0.3mA when the supply voltage is changed to 3V [1].


Power management can be implemented in all the layers of WSN protocol stack. Table I indicates function of various layers in WSN protocol stack and energy conservation measures to be implemented in different protocol layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Power Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application Software</td>
<td>Focus on achieving power conservation and management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Helps to maintain flow of data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Routing data by transport layer</td>
<td>Efficient routing protocol to save energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Link</td>
<td>Minimize collisions between neighbor signals</td>
<td>Power saving mode of operations, wakeup and sleep schedules implemented to save power, radio turn off during idle time slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Receive and Transmit data to/from network</td>
<td>Design low power, tiny, low cost transceiver, processing and sensing unit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Energy Harvesting from Ambient Source

Energy harvesting captures environmental energy such as solar, thermal, vibrations energy, RF energy, body heat, blood pressure etc., and harvests it so that WBASN can function almost indefinitely. This harvested energy is then converted to electrical energy to recharge the batteries for appropriate functioning of sensor nodes. There are several advantages of EH such as: Reducing the dependency on battery as BASN needs low power energy devices which can easily function on harvested energy from the ambient source, incur much smaller installation and maintenance costs and an effective long term
solution for any WBASN.

1) Solar EH systems

For a volume of 1 cm$^2$, 100mW of electrical energy can be harvested from a solar panel [5]. But, in an indoor environment, power drops drastically. Recently, efficient prototypes have been proposed for solar energy harvesting by Heliomote [6] and Prometheus [7]. Both of them are directly connected with energy storage devices. The basic principle behind the operation of a solar energy harvesting device is that it should be able to change the electrical operating point of a solar panel as per the incident light, so that Maximum Power Point is always maintained [1]. Some prototypes use a small photo sensor to sense the ambient light and force the solar panel not to exceed its Maximum power point [1]. Solar energy harvesting is a very realistic approach and a lot of research has been done to harvest energy and power the sensor enfor efficient functioning.

2) Vibration EH systems

Industries, bridges, and buildings experience mechanical vibrations which can be used to convert into electrical signals. Electromagnetic, electrostatic, and piezoelectric convertors translate mechanical motion into electricity which can be used to power WBASNs. In the past, powered wrist watch from vibrations which can be used to convert into electrical signals. Human body heat and surrounding waste heat can also be considered as a useful source for energizing low power wireless devices. We discuss in brief the mechanics of Energy consumption in wireless sensor nodes. Energy spent for transmitting a message to distance $d$ can be computed as below in equation 1 [3].

$$E_{Tx}(k,d) = E_{Tx-elec}(k) + E_{Tx-amp}(k,d) = E_{elec} \times k + k \times d^2$$  (1)

where $E_{Tx-elec}$ is the transmission electronics energy consumption, and $E_{Tx-amp}$ is the transmitting amplifier energy consumption.

If we use data loggers instead of transmitting data, it will not allow real time monitoring. The data received will be useful only for later use. First responders experience high body temperatures while they are fighting fires. Research suggests that their body temperature can go high up to 104°F. We will see how these elevated body temperature can be used to power the ECG sensors, worn by a person. We propose a thermal energy harvesting solution from body heat and surrounding hot air which can supplement the battery power of ECG sensors and can virtually make the system run for infinitely long time.

Core body temperature of a human being is more than his skin temperature. The temperature throughout the body varies according to external environmental conditions. Normal core body temperature is usually 98.6°F at atmospheric temperature between 70°F to 130°F. Fig. 3 shows the change in body temperature of normal human being because of changes in the outside temperature. It indicates that at very high temperature body temperature tends to increases.
The amount of thermal energy dissipated also depends on the human activity. For example, during a sports activity, the person will have heat loss around 100W. Thus, for every 1° rise in temperature, the heat dissipation increases by almost 13% [9]. Average specific heat of human body is 0.83 Kcal which means that one degree change in temperature will occur when 0.83Kcal of body heat is changed [9].

According to first law of thermodynamics:

\[ Q = mc\Delta T \]  
(2)

where \( Q \) is the amount of heat dissipated by mass \( m \), having specific heat capacity \( C \) when the change in temperature is \( \Delta T \).

We now model the heat flows from human body to air as follows in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. Model of heat flow from body to air](image)

We apply this fact to an important theory of generating electrical energy from thermal energy. This is known as Seebeck Theory [10], which states that a difference in temperature in two dissimilar materials creates voltage [11]. Heat flow between adjacent regions can be given by [9]

\[ T_1 - T_2 \approx -I_{12}/A \times (dQ/dt) \]  
(3)

where \( dQ/dt \) is the heat flow and \( I_{12} \) is the insulation between two regions and \( A \) is cross sectional area.

In the process of calculating heat flow from a person’s body to the surrounding area, we use the following temperature differences [9], where \( Ic \) is the insulation for clothing.

\[ T_{\text{skin}} - T_{\text{clothes}} = Ic/A \times [(dQ/dt)_i + (dQ/dt)_e] \]  
(4)

For human clothing, the insulation provided per cm thickness is approximately 0.25°C·m²/W·cm. It is supposed to be very high for firefighters clothing. So, if we consider change in temperature from \( T_{\text{skin}} \) to \( T_{\text{clothes}} \) for a firefighter, the difference will be positive as the body temperature will be larger than the clothing temperature, during active operations when their body temperature is elevated. This difference in temperature can generate voltage as per Seebeck’s Theory. Similarly, the difference in temperature between firefighter’s clothing and outside hot air (air in fire environment) can be provide us a high temperature difference which can be used to generate voltage [9].

\[ T_{\text{clothes}} - T_{\text{room}} = -JalA[(dQ/dt)_i + (dQ/dt)_e] \]  
(4)

According to Seebeck's theory, voltage generated is proportional to difference in temperature. Higher the temperature difference greater is the voltage generated.

\[ V = a \times \Delta T \]  
(5)

where \( a \) is the Seebeck's coefficient. Seebeck coefficient for good thermoelectric material can range from 100µV/K to 300µV/K [10].

We performed simulations and tried to verify our approach doing actual experiments. We measured the output voltage generated across thermoelectric materials with varying Seebeck coefficient randomly, ranging from 100µV/K to 300µV/K, for different differences in temperatures. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results. It is observed that greater the Seebeck’s coefficient and difference in temperature, higher is the amount of voltage generated. We then observed the actual output power generated depending on different values of load resistance and temperature difference across TEG. Fig. 6 shows that maximum power generated when the load varies and difference in temperature created across the two ends of thermoelectric generators is high.

![Fig. 5. Voltage in µV for different α and ΔT](image)

In our experimental setup, we used Peltier coolers TEC1-12710 [12], which act as thermoelectric generators, for converting body and surrounding heat energy into electricity. The flow of heat from hot end to cold end of Peltier cooler causes flow of electrons thereby generating voltage. It consists of many thermocouples of \( n \) type and \( p \) type semiconductor connected in series electrically and connected in parallel thermally [12]. We conducted experiments using TelosB sensor mote, which was sensing temperature every 250 ms and transmitting sensed data to the base station, located in the same premises. The data transmission rate is approximately 250 kbps. We observed for set of fully charged batteries in normal room conditions the batteries are exhausted within 6-7 hours of operation. We then connected in an integrated circuit a Peltier cooler along with TelosB sensor mote. The hot side of Peltier cooler was exposed to a
hot air blower after every 5 minutes. This created a difference in temperature maximum up to 20°C, varying in steps. The TelosB sensor was still sending data at 250kbps. We observed that the hours of operation extended to 20 minutes as we connected 1 Peltier cooler to TelosB in a circuit. We can conclude that an optimal number of TEGs can extend the lifetime of sensor node by 2-4 hours of operation. This would be helpful in long firefighting operations or in defense applications where the warfighters do not get chance to recharge batteries and can lead to efficient monitoring. But as having too many TEGs can lead to increase in cost of the monitoring circuit, we have to find an optimal tradeoff between cost and duration of operation of sensors in near future.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the importance of healthcare sensor networks in today’s medical health care services and also discussed various challenges involved in designing and enhancing the performance of hsn. We looked at different approaches of power management and energy harvesting through ambient sources in hsn. We also presented a theoretical and experimental approach for thermal energy harvesting from body heat and waste heat in the surrounding. We discussed how peltier cooler, which act as teg can be integrated with sensor so as to prolong it duty of operation. We observed that for greater temperature difference more voltage will be generated. We observed that using a single peltier cooler, we are able to generate voltage of 0.25mv by surrounding waste heat and connecting 4 peltier coolers in series, it is possible to generate approximately 1 v. as the temperature difference will be very high for a typical firefighting operation, few peltier coolers can generate enough voltage to run the sensor circuitry.

There are wide range of applications of Thermal Energy Harvesting in determining cracks in airplane [13], studying concussion in players and detecting and alerting firefighters and first responders where they experience elevated body temperature due to high degree of physical exertion and will also be exposed to very high surrounding temperatures. We discussed how peltier cooler, which act as teg can be integrated with sensor so as to prolong it duty of operation. We observed that for greater temperature difference more voltage will be generated. We observed that using a single peltier cooler, we are able to generate voltage of 0.25mv by surrounding waste heat and connecting 4 peltier coolers in series, it is possible to generate approximately 1 v. as the temperature difference will be very high for a typical firefighting operation, few peltier coolers can generate enough voltage to run the sensor circuitry.
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